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March/April 2020 
From the BICAS Board …. 

This strange new world we inhabit now has 

put a stop to so many things that make life 

pleasurable. 

While we recognise the imperative to close 

everything communal down in a race to catch 

and kill the spread of Covid-19, the closure of 

our beloved Bribie Island Community Arts 

Centre for the first time since it opened its 

doors more than 31 years ago, is a huge 

wrench. 

The demographic of our members, volunteers 

and hirers make you vulnerable in this Covid-19 

pandemic.  

All of you are precious to us. So isolate we 

must.  It is a sad time for everyone for whom 

the Bribie Island Community Arts Centre is a 

social pivot, a spur for creativity and a 

stimulation for growth, friendship and 

discovery. 

Take every care with your health and hygiene 

while this very challenging time endures. Keep 

in touch with your groups by phone and email. 

Check in on those who might be feeling 

isolated and try to stay calm and well. 

As silent as the Centre’s studios, galleries and 

Cafe are, there is no need for the chatter, 

laughs and ideas to stop.  

Venue Manager Julie Thomson, will be 

sending regular emails of a blog called BICAS 

BITES and putting Facebook posts on our 

page to keep you connected and informed. If 

you haven’t already, LIKE the BICAS page to 

share the news.  

 

Look upon this time as an opportunity to start – 

or finish - that art work you’ve been putting off.  

It will be great to see what inspired pieces you 

have to show and display when this down time 

ends. 

We reiterate the advice already given by 

Health authorities - to our members, 

volunteers, hirers and visitors who have come 

in contact with an infected person or persons.  

This is 

• Advise the BICAS Centre manager by 
email if you are diagnosed with COVID-19  
on this email julie@thomsonmedia.net.au 

 
• Advise the Centre manager if you learn 

you have been in contact with a person so 
infected. 

 
• Then advise by phone or email everyone 

at the Arts Centre you have been in 
contact with in the previous 14 days. 

 
“Contact with” someone means to have 
come within a metre of him/her, sat with at 
Cafe 191, worked beside at the front desk, 
in Cafe 191 or in a studio working together 
group.   

 
• Stay away/self-quarantine for 14 days or 

until symptoms pass. 
 
Look out for each other and we look forward to 

a post-Virus reunion down the track. 

 

Following communication with the Office of Fair Trading, the BICAS 2020 
AGM has been postponed to a date to be fixed. 

mailto:julie@thomsonmedia.net.au
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Terry Young Opening the exhibition. 

Michael Eather giving floor talks on the works 

Lyndon Davies gave the Welcome to Country address and played 
didgeridoo after he regaled the opening crowd with a dreamtime 
tale of Bribie’s origin.  

We were delighted last week to have Fireworks Gallery director Michael Eather speak and 

guide guests through this magnificent touring exhibition in the Matthew Flinders Gallery.  

The works in “Some People Are Stories” by the late indigenous artist Vincent Serico, span 40 

years. He interpreted the whispers – from both land and people. Many of his paintings 

document significant events in his life or of previous generations as Indigenous people 

struggled with cultural and lifestyle changes.  

 

Exhibition curator Michael Eather, who knew Vincent for 18 years, before he died in 2008, 

said Vincent’s life’s experiences straddled great changes and diverse worlds; the old and 

new… both black and white. It was his dream to have such an exhibition. “This is Vincent’s 

dream come true.” 

‘Some People are Stories’ Opening 



 

Upcoming Exhibitions…. 

Bundling together all the exhibitions planned for April, May and June brought home how much 
we have going on here at the Arts Centre. 

The Matthew Flinders Gallery curator, Stephanie White, the gallery hanging team and admin 
team who process the labels, publicity and marketing people who send out the notices and 
post on social media are on a roll every week. 

Until now... 

But so that you understand what was in the pipeline and the volume of work happening every 
day here – done mostly by volunteers, here’s a rundown: 

 

 

 

It is particularly heartbreaking to scrap the two major Art Prizes, 
Matthew Flinders Art Prize and Next Generation Art Prize this year. 
They are signature events for BICAS and to which artists young and old 
look forward keenly. They are also important social events for Bribie 
Island and the region. 

But we will regroup to come back revigorated and re inspired to present 
great events and programmes in the second half of the year – and in 
2021. 
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Thursday Painters, Creative Arts and Bribie 
Gardening Club exhibition scheduled        
April 7 – 19  

Veterans’ Art exhibition of more than 200 
works by 50 veteran artists April 21 – May 3 

Scratching Around exhibition May 5 – May 7 

VIBE Markets  March, April & May  

Wearable Art fashion parade and exhibition 
May 23   

Matthew Flinders Art Prize July/August  

Next Generation Art Prize 

And interspersed with these were events 



 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Around the Centre... 
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The art changeover brought some great 
new works to see and drool over. 

The creative groups are in full swing, the 
Cafe 191 crowd chatting, laughing and 
swapping yarns, pianist par excellence, 
Ed A’Bear tickling the ivories there, to the 
delight of a Sunday crowd, a new Working 
Together Group emerging, sewing 
machines and busy hands fashioning new 
aprons and Woodcrafters proudly putting 
their mark on the Cafe precinct with 
beautifully crafted condiment boxes for 
the table and a rugged place sign for Chef 
Corey to work under. 

And as ABC 612 Radio came to Moreton 
Shire, they wanted to hear all about us, so 
Venue Manager Julie and four creatives, 
Lyn Storey, Sue Rothbrust, Deidre Nelson 
and Maree Cunningham gave presenter 
Rebecca Levingston a thorough show ‘n’ 
tell on air. 

1. Nada Griffiths pulling a Cafe 191 apron together 

2. Cafe volunteer May Trewarthan slips into seamstress mode  

3. Julie’s move to the sewing studio was, well, seamless.  

4. Pianist Ed A’Bear tuning up at Cafe 191. 

5. Dawn Farrell unveils a new work at Bribie Printmakers. 

6. Woodies Ray,  Lyle and Ken display their handiwork for Cafe 191. 

7. Cafe deck abuzz with patrons 

8. New Gift Shop Gallery delights  

9. Gaye, Anne & Nada - dabbling in Portraits 

10. Helen Hall rolls out a print with Bribie First Printmakers 

11. Chef Corey underneath the Woodies’ sign. 

12. Julie with Lyn, Sue, Deidre and Maree from the Artists group outside ABC 612. 
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We have had to put on ice some wonderful workshops planned for the Arts 
Centre in March, April and May. 

Happily, the tutors have agreed to postpone their workshops and classes 
rather than cancel  - and we are very grateful for their vote 
of confidence here. 

We WILL live to create another day!!! 

So thank you, Noela, Robin, Gail, Melissa, Louise, Erika 
and Jenni. 

Your expertise and professional kindness is always a shining light here and 
participants love learning and sharing with you. 

Watch our alerts for news of these. 

And those classes booked for June and beyond will hopefully come to pass; 

These are: 

We will be advising more details of cost and booking contacts 
for these workshops once our Centre has reopened. 

Be quick to book as these sell out quickly. Places confirmed 
on payment. 
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Workshops Update 

 

Saturday June 6  

Pauline Adair portrait painting 

Saturday June 13 

Louise Quilter Soap Making 

Sunday June 21  

Robin Jensen  acrylic background painting/
pouring 

Friday & Saturday August 7&8 

Porcelain Painters workshop 

 

Sunday August 23 

Robin Jensen Box Making workshop 

Sunday September 13 

Robin Jensen Alcohol ink  workshop  

Sunday September 20 

Robin Jensen Alcohol Ink workshop 

Saturday November 21  

Todd Whisson Spontaneous palette knife 

Sunday November 22 

Robin Jensen Alcohol Ink workshop 

Pauline Adair 

Erika Ventor 

Louise Quilter 

Todd Whisson Robin Jensen 
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Around the Centre continued... 

 

They are Roslyn Berg, Jenny Napier, Helen 

Macdonald, Suzanne Dennis, Eileen 

Williams and Cynthia Madge. 

The group had been meeting one Saturday a 

month. 

March Artists of the 

Month 

Coloured Pencils Group 

and their wall of works 
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Why do you volunteer at the Art Centre? 
I volunteer at the Art Centre because it allows me to connect with my community in a meaningful 
way.  It gives me the opportunity to be part of something bigger than myself, and to contribute 
positively to the world around me.   
  
What do you do at the Art Centre? 
I work at the Reception Desk, help with special events, process new and renewal Membership 
applications and other duties, as needed.   
  
What do you like about volunteering at the Art Centre?  
I really enjoy the social aspect of the Art Centre.  Through this work I've formed new 
relationships, made new friends and met amazing people from all walks of life.   
Working with others in this way has had a positive effect on my overall health and well-being, 
too.  Building meaningful connections with other people has made me happier, given me a 
renewed sense of purpose and added vitality to my life.   
  
Why would you recommend others to volunteer at the Art Centre? 
There are so many great reasons to volunteer at the Art Centre, but I think the one that stands 
out for me, is that it's so much FUN!  Meeting other artists and creative people, being exposed to 
so many different kinds of art and crafts, learning new skills, and being inspired by others' work 
makes volunteering at the Art Centre a most enjoyable and entertaining thing to do.   

  
Do you practise art yourself?   
Yes, I do.  I make jewellery.  I take classes in Silversmithing at the Gem Club and hope to add 

leadlighting to my jewellery making repertoire in the near future.  

Kristine McKeown 

Volunteer of the Month   

Front desk, Events assistant and Membership 
data base manager 

• The feeling of living in a smaller community with amazing 

facilities, both for doing your own thing, and enjoying the 

company of others. 

• Having the library so welcoming and comfortable, and well stocked. 

• A wealth of opportunities for creative expression, in all directions, including 

some I had never heard of. So easy to belong to a walking, singing, painting, 

thinking, talking, coffee drinking, cycling group even without adding the obvious 

benefits of enjoying the ocean a step away. 

• Close to family in Brisbane. 

• My garden, and the wonderful feeling of walking to the beach or along the beach 

whenever.    

BICAS Board member and Bus Group coordinator 

5 Things I Love About Bribie  
Nada Griffiths 


